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John deere wheel weights 1025r

· The beginning of the discussion • #1 • October 4, 2017 I think I would like to get some wheel weights for my 1025R, but JD's website is really not the best I've seen,,, I cant find a lot of information on them,, I saw them on the video with Tim,, Im wondering do you come in different weights or what? Can I see some of your photos? Thank you! · You don't have
any wheel weights. Only my body is 420lb in the seat. I have my ballast box for my elephant. I think I'd like to get some wheel weights for my 1025R, but JD's website is really not the best I've seen,,, I cant find a lot of information on them,I saw them on the video with Tim,, I'm wondering they don't come in different weights or what? Can I see some of your
photos? Thank you! Plastic ones like Tim are 50#, definitely a less expensive way to go. Cast weights i think also 50# but you can add more of them. In addition to steel you also have to buy mounting devices. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk · Cast iron wheel weights for series 1 come in 2 types, the starting weight (72#for both) and add on (50# for
each). You can get a start and add up to 2 extras, depending on what you need. BTW, some just pulled out extras without a start, and just works as well. I have 1 start and 1 add on each side, it works well for me. I'm also better than cast iron on plastic ones, and the cast iron will basically last a lifetime. Plastic works very well, but can get damaged. There are
quite a few functions on the wheel weights, just type 1025R wheel weights in the search box and start reading some of them. I think these are jd part numbers: 72 lbs beginner BM17973 50 lbs BM17972 extras just my 2 cents. · Plastic weights are the same as in the X500 series so you may want to look for some of those used too. I just kept mine when I sold
my X590 and bought my 1025R. Thanks, we'll look into this. Expanding all the folding of all Drive-over deck makes a simple connection 1 family tractors are designed to reduce the time and effort needed to switch out performs to accommodate different functions. Automatic connecting deck: Connect the mid-mountain mower surface with the tractor in less
than 60 seconds without leaving the seat except to lock the measuring wheels. Load-N-Go facility: Easily move the 54D or 60D automatic conductive surface with John Deere's mlod after disconnecting from the jar with Load-N-Go ramps. Quick Park™ Loader System: 120R Quick Park™ Loaders are designed for easy installation and removal in about one
minute, with no need for tools. Quik-Tatch™ front obstacle: Save time from switching front tools such as snowb, rotary broom or front blade without tools. iMatch™ Fast Obstacle: Easy to implement class 1 hookup in seconds using three fixed points to return and pick up rear execution without leaving obstacle control seat position: set The rear obstacle
height and then constantly reduce the obstacle to the exact height each time, which is particularly useful in grades and leveling applications. QuickK™ system: Power-driven power connection (PTO) performs quickly and with low physical effort. Quik-Knect uses a single PTO connector for the tractor and a dedicated connector for each application that
eliminates twisting and forcing twisting to align. 1 Family tractors can have up to three applications installed simultaneously due to standard dual selective control valves (SCVs), allowing you to switch from one application to another non-stop to adjust. When you add the third SCV group, the number of potential groups increases dramatically. Twin Touch ™
pedals are controlled at infinite ground speeds for hydrostatic transmission and travel direction with twin-touch foot pedals. Ideal for benign or mower applications where frequent direction and speed changes are needed not clutch for fast direction changes the game is important at hand with the standard 4WD minimum ground speeds and power steering
make 1 excellent family tractors for both 4WD and power steering is standard equipment on 1 family tractors. This combination allows for excellent maneuverability and ease of operation. A narrow general view allows you to work in tight areas where most compact tractors just don't fit. The wheelbase of 144.8 cm (57 inches) and 119.4 cm (47 inches)
provides great stability for all types of terrain. Power steering means fewer turns in the steering wheel than manual driving, which is especially valuable when shearing around obstacles or while the front loader is working. A high ratio of horse to weight makes 1 family tractors a good choice for a variety of tasks. The overall weight of the tractor reduces ground
pressure and makes it excellent for cutting. Fully independent takeoff power (PTO) allows the engagement and disengagement of the PTO without stopping the movement of tractors. This is important when driving through obstacles such as lanes during shear. Open Operator Station 1025R Open Operator Station 1025R is designed for added comfort and
increased visibility. The comfortable thick operation, airtight rubber floor mat reduces vibrations and absorbs shock and step noise through flat platform and handrails mounted to make it easy to get and out of jars from either side controls conveniently located next to the fenders and the colouring of quick access tilt steering allows you to keep your arms in a
normal position to reduce the fatigue of deluxe suspension seat and moving cushions and provides a large back support easy access tool that puts access to a standard 12-V port for convenient charging of electronics Easy lift hood with double-charged gas lifting struts and standard equipment. Gives you a simple face of the shutter The hood is rugged,
providing wide open access to the engine compartment. The Folding Protection Structure (ROPS) keeps you protected during operation and improves the ability to store jars in roll-gard rops folding garage Roll-Gard™ ROPS is standard equipment on 1025R increasing visibility (and optional) lighting displayed slope hood design provides improved visibility
especially while running the front loader standard lighting equipment that allows you to work from early in the morning to late at night : Two front-mounted sealed-beam halogen headlights two amber flashing warning/danger lights mounted on the rops side with two additional fender reflectors are standard on additional 1025R front and rear light sets are
available hot cab ideal for cold weather household chores and Taxi John Deere 1R is about comfort and security, and help you get performance all year round. The cab provides protection from the elements to expand the versatility of 1025R tractors for performance in all climates. The sound damping system for a quiet, peace-of-mind heated cab operation
keeps you warm in cooler months removable doors and front and rear windows that open nearly 90 degrees provide a cooler working environment in the warmer months. Excellent visibility of your surroundings with full glass doors compatible with all tractor tools except the 260B Backhoe Mid-mower lift system options standard mechanical mower lift moves
the standard mechanical mower lift system in conjunction with rear applications and the factory comes installed on 1 family tractors.   Optional hydraulic mower lift allows optional hydraulic mower lift mower system lift and lowered independently of rear tools. The loader joystick is used to lift and lower the mower deck.   Optional independent hydraulic mower
lift allows the optional independent hydraulic lift system to lift and lower the mower independently from the rear and front tools. It works using a rocker key mounted on the tractor, located in the left knee of the operator. For more information about this mid mower lift system click here. Run with 1 chain tractor, because with the right attachments you can finish
the work the day before breakfast. The cab is warm and comfortable with fit quality and finish. Because it is a proven plant add a blade, front loader, snow blower or sawn. And you're ready. 1025R with factory installed, heated cab. This is one for snow. Click PTO-driven performs (115 hp or less) in the back of your tractor in an easy way. Easily lift the 60D
automatic delivery service™ drive over the mower deck with a simple attachment to the front loader and mower surface. Compatible with John Deere 1 series without compact utility tractors and John Deer e2025R. The front loader was sold separately. Do you have a minute? Compare 1 series Installation deck to Corota BX sub-tractor utilities and Mahindra
eMAX sub-tractor utility. See what's really easy. We design our tractor stake for harsh, harsh environments that aim to be used in. We have developed it to be difficult and durable. How hard is that? See what happens when you drop 8.8 lbs (4 kg) fire and put on one of our composite caps at -20 p. (-28.89°C) temperature. Don't do it with a metal cover.
AllCollapse all expand on the new John Deere compact sub and compact tractors with the purchase of 2 or more John Deere or implements the limits. †For full details regarding this offer, please choose the corresponding link below. View the details of the show on the new John Deere sub-compact and compact tractors. †For full details regarding this offer,
please choose the corresponding link below. View the details of the show on the new John Deere 1 series without compact tractors. †For full details regarding this offer, please choose the corresponding link below. View the details of the offer on the new John Deere 1025R without compact tractors. †For full details regarding this offer, please choose the
corresponding link below. View the details of the expansion display all fold all the magnetic obstacle pin fits John Deere's garden and garden pull behind the attachments. Strong magnetic grip rust resistance is easy to install, safe fit customer information request, please contact your local dealer John Deere for availability and pricing information. Magnetic
pinOrder number: LP63768 BLV11188 55-generator increase electrical output and potential charging through upgrade from standard 40-amp generator to 55-amp generator. This generator adds additional charging power to increase electrical demands. Ballast ballast box with 3E ballast square tractor can be used to carry additional ballast for more tractor
stability. A 23 cm (9-in.) high extension can be added to the ballast box for greater capacity.   The ballast box extension and obstacle uses standard Class 1 configuration to connect to a Class 1 obstacle tractor. A jungle set is required for ballast box to be used with iMatch™ fast hitch. Ballast tray with extension ballast box can be used to carry additional
ballast for more tractor stability. A 23 cm (9-in.) high extension can be added to the ballast box for greater capacity. The obstacle uses standard Class 1 configuration to connect to a Class 1 obstacle tractor. A jungle set is required for ballast box to be used with iMatch™ fast hitch. The ballast box extension is only available through parts; It's not a factory
option. BXE10606 Suction Mount Cell Phone Assembly BXE10607 Securing Block Mount Assembly Download Tablet or Cell Phone Can Be Easily Done With These Solutions. This is powerful and simple to use mounts All important items are right where they are required. It's the perfect solution for operators who switch to multiple devices or reference
information, make calls or share video while making repairs. Optional attachments that show attachments installed by the dealer are available for the factory-installed cab on the 1025R tractorto improve functionality and communication with others in the surrounding area. Optional attachments that show attachments installed by the dealer are available for the
factory-installed cab on the 1025R tractorto improve functionality and communication with others in the surrounding area. BXE10606 Suction Mount Cell Phone Assembly BXE10607 Securing Block Mount Assembly Download Tablet or Cell Phone Can Be Easily Done With These Solutions. These powerful mounts and simple use keep all important items right
where they are required. It's the perfect solution for operators who switch to multiple devices or reference information, make calls or share video while making repairs. The engine block heater adapter fits the engine block to help provide faster and easier starts in extremely cold weather (below 0°F or -18°C). Uses 110 volts of electricity. Allow one hour to
install. Engine radiator heater set attached to engine cylinder block, engine radiator heater plugs in 120-V electric socket to heat the engine to start fast cold weather. Note: It is recommended to install an optional engine cooler heater, transmission oil heater, and battery heating platform (A22400P - ordered through A and I) if the operating machine at
temperatures below -18 C cylinders (0 Fahrenheit). 0010623 Front extending bow weight range extending the front weight bracket allows up to seven QuickTouch bag weights that are added to the front of the jars to increase ballast. POWER 11216 outside kit showed serious power 11238 behind the kit lvb25956 showed power behind several showed power
outside set provides access to compressed hydraulic oil at the back of the tractor to carry out the operation equipped with an open center control valve, such as excavator and crack log. It is required to use the 260B excavator. The power behind the kit for the tractor is not included in the excavator frame attachment and must be ordered separately. Note:
When nothing is connected to the power behind, it is critical that the loop is closed to ensure proper hydraulic flow. Note: Non-compliant power sets with the factory-installed cab on tractors 1025R and 2025R. POWER 11216 outside the kit showed serious power 11238 behind several lvb25956 showed power behind the power outside the set provides access
to compressed hydraulic oil at the back of the tractor to carry out operation equipped with an open center control valve, such as excavator and crack log. It is required to use the 260B excavator. Power behind the tractor is not included in the excavator frame facility It must be ordered separately. Note: When nothing is connected to the power behind, it is
critical that the loop is closed to ensure proper hydraulic flow. Note: Non-factory cab-mounted power sets do not correspond to 1025R and 2025R tractors. The front lighting set provides additional visibility when working in dark conditions. Lights attached to brush guards located on the extension protection structure (ROPS). Each set contains two lights. Note:
BLV10400 requires a light warning guard brush kit and LVB26026 light set harness. Not compatible with LVB25547 rear worklight kit (1023E). Note: BLV10400 requires several guard brush light warnings. Not compatible with LVB25547 rear work light range (1025R, 2025R, 2032R, 2038R, 3025E, 3032E, 3038E, 4105, 4044M, 4052M, 4066M). Note:
BLV10620 requires premium light warning guard brush kit. Not compatible with LVB25547 rear worklight kit (3033R, 3039R, 3046R, 4044R, 4052R, 4066R).  Extended protection structure (ROPS) mounted LED work lights optional LED light is available for all compact open station tractors. These lights provide extra visibility when working in dark conditions
and have a 180 degree rotation to face the front or back. The collection contains two lamps and a installation device required for installation. This set of lighting tools is mounted on the warning light brush guard kit, which is installed on ROPS and requires a BLV10400 installation facility.  The halogen light kit facility is still available (LVB25546). An optional
lighting set is available to provide additional visibility when working in dark conditions. The premium light set includes: two light emitting diode (LED) fender two-light led extension protective structure (ROPS) working lights (adjustable 360 degrees for front or rear lighting) and one optional PTO rear light light kit available to provide additional visibility when
working in dark conditions. Premium light range includes: two light emitting diode (LED) railing lights two LED extended protection structure (ROPS) working lights (adjustable 360 degrees for front or rear lighting) and one rear LED PTO light ROPS light light brush guards guard signal lights warning turn warning of damage caused by low branches on trees.
Two guards are included in each set and are for open operator station locomotives (OOS) only. Optional attachments that show attachments installed by the dealer are available for the factory-installed cab on the 1025R tractorto improve functionality and communication with others in the surrounding area. Optional attachments that show attachments installed
by the dealer are available for the factory-installed cab on 1025R tractors to improve And connect with others in the surrounding area. The rear work light provides this light kit to the back of the jar to work in the evening. For open tractors only, this set contains an individual light. Allow 30 minutes to install. Note: The toolkit includes one rear light. Note: Both
the background and forward work lights are compatible together and with brush light guard kits. The light set contains two to four pig tails that plug in the main harness, as if only connecting one set of lights, providing two sets of plugs to use for front and back working lights. The front light is mounted on the top of the brush guard, and the rear light inside rops
is installed using a light-bearing bolt and a brush guard. Note: For tractors 102E3 and 1026R - crew interference during excavator operations (installed inside ROPS) - use the LVB25546 front light set as an alternative. Typical home maintenance kit Paks filter overview is an easy and convenient way for you to purchase all the necessary parts maintenance
interval as specified in the operator manual. These kits contain oil filter, air filter, fuel filter, and hydraulic filter, providing a complete solution for all maintenance needs to keep tractors running at peak performance. The benefits of Paks filtering: convenience – all filters in one valuable package – the best price of buying individual components performance –
get the most out of your tractor's easy-to-understand capacity – refers to models and contents so you don't have to worry about the right filters for the built-in utility tractor SWJHD1130 SWJH1130 Short SWJH Radio Structure D1630 Radio SWJHD1635BT Radio SWSXV200B SiriusXM® tuner (left) and SWR169159 SiriusXM antenna (right) heavy stereo
solutions provide radio functions and allow the operator to pair media or mobile devices via an assistant jack or Bluetooth wireless system ®. Benefits of increased operator comfort during long working hours help, USB, Bluetooth function to run heavy media duty radio feature comparison chart Feature SWJHD130 SWJHD130 SWJHD1630 SWJHD1635BT
DIN DIN DIN Total Output Power 3 0 W 40 x 45 W 45 W 45 W x 44 W 4x 40 W x 40 W 4X 40 W 4X 4X 4PM/FM Stereo with 30 settings (12, AM In Total Output Power 3 0 W 40 x 45 W 45 W 45 W 45 W x 4X 4PM 4000 0PM 18 FM) Yes seven national channels ocean and atmosphere management (NOAA) weatherband tuner yes weather alert yes specific
area coding messages (S.A.M.E.) no yes electronic US/Euro digital tuner with digital RBDS with digital RBDS with digital RBDS with RBDS digital with RBDS siriusxm Satellite ready (requires SWSXV200B tuner) no yes quartz digital watch yes yes cd player no USB on the front panel (iPhone® mobile charging and control) no yes front and background
amber/amber white/amber/white-fragmented high definition LCD display (LCD) yes no Full point high-definition matrix display no yes electronic bass, triple balance, lightness yes yes eq preset yes (flat, rock, pop, classic, user) yes auto seeking /preset yes aux-in jack (3.5 mm) for iPod® device/MP3 (front) Yes Aux-in RCA input (rear) yes pre-amp line outside
no yes up to 30 days preset memory yes two hookup wires prevents battery drain yes low battery alarm yes auto stop if voltage less than 10.8 V DC yes iPod direct connection Through USB no yes wireless wireless ready (REMVRCC) yes coated circuit boards matching yes-mascara-duty design for maximum durability Yes Bluetooth wireless audio flow
(A2DP and AVRCP) no Bluetooth wireless hands-free calls no yes SiriusX M is a trademark of Sirius Radio XM Bluetooth is a trademark of The Bluetooth SIG Company, iPhone and iPod are trademarks of Apple SWJHD1130 Radio SWJHD130 SHORT Radio Structure SWJHD1630 Radio SWJHD 1635BT Radio SWSXV200B SiriusXM® Tuner (left) and
SWR169159 SiriusXM Antenna (right) heavy stereo solutions provide radio functions and allows the operator to pair media or mobile devices via an assistant jack or Bluetooth wireless system ®. Benefits of increased operator comfort during long working hours help, USB, Bluetooth function to run heavy media duty radio feature comparison chart Feature
SWJHD130 SWJHD130 SWJHD1630 SWJHD1635BT DIN DIN DIN Total Output Power 3 0 W 40 x 45 W 45 W 45 W x 44 W 4x 40 W x 40 W 4X 40 W 4X 4X 4PM/FM Stereo with 30 settings (12, AM In Total Output Power 3 0 W 40 x 45 W 45 W 45 W 45 W x 4X 4PM 4000 0PM 18 FM) Yes seven national channels ocean and atmosphere management
(NOAA) weatherband tuner yes weather alert yes specific area coding messages (S.A.M.E.) yes electronic US/Euro digital tuner with digital RBDS with digital RBDS with digital RBDS with RBDS digital with RBDS digital S SIRIUSXM satellite ready (requires SWSXV200B tuner) no yes quartz digital clock yes o CD player no USB on the front panel (iPhone®
mobile charging and control) no yes front and rear background amber/white fragmented high definition LCD display () LCD) yes yes no full point high definition matrix display no yes electronic bass, triple balance, fader yes yes preset EQ (flat, rock, Pop, classic, user) yes auto seeking / preset scan yes aux-in jack (3.5 mm) for iPod® device/MP3 (front) yes
Aux-in RCA input (rear) yes pre-amp line outside no yes up to 30 days pre-memory yes two wires hookable prevents battery drain yes low battery alarm turn off cars if voltage less than 10.8 VDC yes yes Yes iPod direct connection through USB no yes wireless wireless ready (REMVRCC) yes coated circuit boards coated yes m Heady design duty for
maximum durability yes a fs compatible yes Bluetooth wireless audio flow (A2DP and AVRCP) wireless bluetooth-free calls la Yasi SiriusXM is a trademark of Sirius XM Radio Inc. Bluetooth is a trademark of Sig Bluetooth Inc., inc. iPhone and iPod are trademarks of Apple SWJHD1130 Radio SWJHD1130WP Short Radio Structure SWJHD1630 Radio
SWJHD163BT Radio SWJHD1635BT Radio S WSXV200B SiriusXM® (left) and SWR169159 SiriusXM Antenna (right) heavy stereo solutions provide radio functionality and allow the operator to pair media or mobile devices via an assistant socket or Bluetooth wireless system ®. Benefits of increased operator comfort during long working hours help, USB,
Bluetooth function to run heavy media duty radio feature comparison chart Feature SWJHD130 SWJHD130 SWJHD1630 SWJHD1635BT DIN DIN DIN Total Output Power 3 0 W 40 x 45 W 45 W 45 W x 44 W 4x 40 W x 40 W 4X 40 W 4X 4X 4PM/FM Stereo with 30 settings (12, AM In Total Output Power 3 0 W 40 x 45 W 45 W 45 W 45 W x 4X 4PM 4000
0PM 18 FM) Yes seven national channels ocean and atmosphere management (NOAA) weatherband tuner yes weather alert yes specific area coding messages (S.A.M.E.) yes electronic US/Euro digital tuner with digital RBDS with digital RBDS with digital RBDS with RBDS digital with RBDS digital S SIRIUSXM satellite ready (requires SWSXV200B tuner)
no yes quartz digital clock yes o CD player no USB on the front panel (iPhone® mobile charging and control) no yes front and rear background amber/white fragmented high definition LCD display () LCD) yes yes no full point high definition matrix display no yes electronic bass, triple balance, fader yes yes preset EQ (flat, rock, Pop, classic, user) yes auto
seeking / preset scan yes aux-in jack (3.5 mm) for iPod® device/MP3 (front) yes Aux-in RCA input (rear) yes pre-amp line outside no yes up to 30 days pre-memory yes two wires hookable prevents battery drain yes battery low alarm yes automatic shutdown if voltage less than 10.8 VDC yes iPod direct contact Through USB no yes wireless wireless ready
(REMVRCC) yes circuit boards coated yes mascara design to design maximum durability yes compatible with RoHS yes Bluetooth wireless audio streaming (A2DP and AVRCP) no yes no Bluetooth wireless-free calls no yes SiriusXM is a trademark of Sirius Radio XM Bluetooth is a trademark of Bluetooth, iPhone and iPod company are trademarks of the
company Apple UC13499 32 kg (70 lbs) cast iron rear iron weight Bm17976 22.7 kg (50 lbs) plastic shell weight with hardware rear wheels, non-stackable (internal and outer face displayed) BM17972 22.7 kg (50 lbs) weight of cast iron wheel (internal and outer face displayed) BM17965 28.1 kg (62 lbs) Rear wheel weight (internal and outer face displayed
T19293 48.1 kg (106 lbs) rear wheel weight (internal and outer face displayed) BM17968 22 kg (48.5 lbs) wheel weight (shown internal and outer face) wheel weights provide more traction and stability by adding Ballast to the rear wheels. Click here to view the wheel weight compatibility guide. UC13499 32 kg (70 lbs) cast iron rear iron rear wheel weight
(internal and external face shown) BM17976 22.7 kg (50 lbs) plastic shell rear weight with hardware, non-stackable (internal and external face displayed) BM17972 22.7 kg (50 lbs) Weight of cast iron wheel (inner and outer face shown) BM17965 28.1 kg (62 lbs) rear wheel weight (internal and outer face displayed) T19293 48.1 kg (106 lbs) rear wheel weight
(internal and outer face shown) BM17968 22 kg (48.5 lbs) Lb) Wheel weight (interior and exterior outer face shown) wheel weights provide extra traction and stability by adding ballast to the rear wheels. Click here to view the wheel weight compatibility guide. UC13499 32 kg (70 lbs) cast iron rear iron rear wheel weight (internal and external face shown)
BM17976 22.7 kg (50 lbs) plastic shell rear weight with hardware, non-stackable (internal and external face displayed) BM17972 22.7 kg (50 lbs) Weight of cast iron wheel (inner and outer face shown) BM17965 28.1 kg (62 lbs) rear wheel weight (internal and outer face displayed) T19293 48.1 kg (106 lbs) rear wheel weight (internal and outer face shown)
BM17968 22 kg (48.5 lbs) Lb) Wheel weight (interior and exterior outer face shown) wheel weights provide extra traction and stability by adding ballast to the rear wheels. Click here to view the wheel weight compatibility guide. Note: Plastic rear wheel weight comes with hardware needed for installation. 23 kg (50 lbs) cast iron wheel weights for cast iron
wheel weights 23 kg (50 lbs) on 26x12 inches. Rear tires: Note: Arrange two sets for both sides of the tractor. 33 kg (72 lbs) starting cast iron wheel weight for 33 kg (72 lbs) start cast iron wheel weight on 26x12 inches. Rear tires: Note: Arrange two sets for both sides of the tractor. 33 kg (72 lbs) starter and 23 kg (50 lbs) cast iron weight (s) for 33 kg (72 lbs)
start and 23 kg (50 lbs) cast iron weight (s): Note: Arrange two sets for both sides of the tractor note: plastic rear weight wheels come with hardware needed for installation. 23 kg (50 lbs) cast iron wheel weights for cast iron wheel weights 23 kg (50 lbs) on 26x12 inches. Rear tires: Note: Arrange two sets for both sides of the tractor. 33 kg (72 lbs) starting
cast iron wheel weight for 33 kg (72 lbs) start cast iron wheel weight on 26x12 inches. Rear frames: Note: Arrange two groups for each Of the jars. 33 kg (72 lbs) start and 23 kg (50 lbs) cast iron weight (s) for 33 kg (72 lbs) start and (50 lbs) cast iron weight (s): Note: Arrange two sets for both sides of tractor note: plastic rear weight wheels come with
hardware needed for installation. 23 kg (50 lbs) cast iron wheel weights for cast iron wheel weights 23 kg (50 lbs) on 26x12 inches. Rear tires: Note: Arrange two sets for both sides of the tractor. 33 kg (72 lbs) starting cast iron wheel weight for 33 kg (72 lbs) start cast iron wheel weight on 26x12 inches. Rear tires: Note: Arrange two sets for both sides of the
tractor. 33 kg (72 lbs) starter and 23 kg (50 lbs) cast iron weight (s) for 33 kg (72 lbs) start and 23 kg (50 lbs) cast iron weight (s): Note: Arrange two sets for both sides of tractor tire chains increase traction significantly under ice and snow conditions. Note: Not intended for use on all four rear frames on TH 6x4. iMatch Fast Jungle customers, please contact
john deere's local dealer for availability and pricing information. iMatch Fast High Uchis System Number: LP19969 iMatch Fast High (LVB25255) iMatch Fast High with hookup rotary cutter (LVB25255) iMatch Fast High (LVB25976) iMatch fast-touch with rotary cutter (LVB25976) one of the biggest customer concerns involves difficulty in attaching the
implementation of tractor. John Deere has addressed this issue with iMatch Quick-tech. iMatch Quick-Hitch provides an easy and guaranteed convenient for all Class 1 executions designed to meet the standard CLASS 1 ASAE S278.6 for fast-attached obstacles. All implementation requires a range of bushings in order to fit and work properly with iMatch
fast-touch. One set of jungle comes with a quick iMatch hitch. Note: In the image above, see the jungle group. These bushes allow hooks on iMatch and pins to execute to fit together properly. All other tools (box blades, tillerson, rear blades, etc.) will require a set of bush estomping to match the iMatch hooks. Pudding of different lengths can be found in the
parts system or through the bush resource (see dimensions below). Top bushing within diameter: 0.76-0.77 in. Out of diameter: 1.24-1.25 in. Decrease of shrubs within diameter: 0.88 to 0.89 in. Out of diameter: 1.43 to 1.44 in. iMatch's quick pairing bushkit this bushes kit is for use with Class 1 performs (ballast box) to make it work properly with iMatch Fast
Hitch. 1023E tractor without agreement 1025R compact sub-tractor * the proposed manufacturer price. This does not include taxes, shipping, setup and delivery. Optional accessories and attachments are not included. Equipment, models and prices may vary by merchant. Product options and accessories may not be available in all regions. Engine horse
information is provided by the engine manufacturer for use for comparison purposes only. The actual operating horse power will be less. Valid offers in States. Prices in US dollars. Product features are subject to change. Please contact your local agent for more detailed information. Information.
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